ABSTRACT With the large-scale commercial application of data center networks, the security problem of data center network is attracting more and more attention. However, security functions are usually placed on proprietary hardware, which makes the delivery of security service inflexible and of high cost. The emerging software-defined networking and network function virtualization in a joint manner are promising technology that can solve these outlined problems through a process named security service chaining (SSC) composition. Determining the composition of SSC that optimizes the resource allocation is a challenging problem, particularly without violating security and resource requirements. This problem is called the dynamic SSC composition problem, and an integer linear programming formulation with implementation in GLPK is provided. A novel heuristic solution is provided based on the breadth first search algorithm. The obtained experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can perform better than the compared ones, and the advantage of the proposed mechanism is also demonstrated via NetFPGA-10G prototype.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the demand for security services has constantly expanded due to the explosive adoption of mobile devices and the emergence of novel networking paradigms such as the Internet of Things (IoTs) [1] . Today's networks ubiquitously deploy vertically integrated proprietary security middleboxes (e.g., Firewall, Intrusion Detection System, and Virus Scanner). However, the static security service model causes two main problems: Firstly, the traditional security middlebox comes at the cost of high Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operating Expenditure (OPEX). Secondly, it is impossible to add new functionality to an existing security middlebox, which makes it hard for network operators to place new services. Consequently, the new dynamic security service model research has become a hot topic [2] , [3] .
These outlined problems can be solved when applying the promising Software-defined Networking (SDN) [4] network architecture and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [5] technology in a joint manner. SDN decouples the control plane from the data plane. The controller is the central administrator of the network, it can maintain a global view of the network state and can be used to programmatically configure forwarding flow tables in the switches, thus enabling Virtualized Network Function (VNF) orchestration. NFV proposes to move the packet processing from hardware middleboxes toward software, thus providing possibilities for network optimization and cost reduction. The dynamic Security Service Chaining (SSC) is one of most typical use cases which are enabled by SDN/NFV-enabled networks. It provides a flexible and economical alternative to today's static security service model for application service providers (ASPs) and Internet service providers (ISPs).
At present, dynamic SSC technology is still in its infancy. However, the optimal SSC composition is one of the most challenging problems in the SDN/NFV-enabled networks. Significant current researches focus on the different aspects of SSC composition problem. For example, Shin et al. [6] proposed a security architecture (called FRESCO), which achieves a flexible composition of security instances and verifies the effectivity of this architecture. Qazi et al. [7] proposed a security middlebox management scheme (called SIMPLE), which generates flow tables via running the load balancing algorithm in advance, then distributes these flow tables to orchestrate the security instances. However, this scheme easily causes this orchestration system to break down. Gushchin et al. [8] proposed a security management architecture, which manages network security resources in the centralized controller, and dispatches data flow to the corresponding security middleboxes via distributing the flow tables. However, it does not mention the dynamic orchestration strategy in the application plane. Lee and Kim [9] proposed an efficient security architecture in the SDN/NFVenabled networks, which dynamically composes security instances via the global security orchestrator, but it lacks the SSC composition strategy. Liu et al. [10] proposed a heuristic composition scheme based on the Tabu Search algorithm, which can obtain the optimal location of security instance via iteratively searching, thus simultaneously minimizing both resource consumption and latency. Shameli [11] proposed a model for the composition of security instances by taking into account security constraints. The authors propose an ILP formulation of the problem and validate their model by measuring the execution time in four different scenarios and by comparing the model with other heuristics in terms of management cost. However, the proposed optimization algorithm is always computed for all flows in the network, therefore, it does not scale well. Furthermore, resource constraint is not considered, which limits its application space. Basile et al. [12] proposed a model to determine the best placement of security VNFs based on the user requirements and the cost for the network operator. However, the proposed approach does not take into account the specific QoS requirements of the user's applications. This may lead to inefficient deployments where resources are over-provisioned to cover as many application classes as possible. Park et al. [13] proposed an SSC placement mechanism, which is based on a user defined or common shortest-path algorithm such as Dijkstra, without consideration of the application QoS requirements or available network/computational resources. Phan et al. [14] argue that reactive mechanisms, used by cloud providers to deploy security instances, do not ensure an optimal resource allocation. The authors propose a novel resource allocation scheme, which estimates the behavior of the traffic load by monitoring the history of the current security instances, and pro-actively provisions new security instances as a countermeasure to any incoming resource pressure. However, this algorithm does not tackle the problem of security instance composition. Instead, it focuses on the optimal placement of new security instances, which are part of existing service chainings. Moreover, it assumes infinite network and computational resources.
Compared to the related works, few studies have designed the SSC composition strategy that simultaneously considers both the specific security level and resource requirements, which is the focus in this paper. The related works mentioned above mainly compose the SSC without simultaneously considering both the specific security level and resource requirements, which easily causes more resource wastage and lower SSC acceptance ratio. In this paper, we tackle the efficient SSC composition problem not only considering performance optimization aspects, but also trying to find solutions that are consistent from the specific security viewpoint. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are:
(i) The security service chaining composition problem is theoretically formulated by the integer linear programing model. (ii) A novel heuristic solution is proposed based on the breadth first search algorithm, and the performance is evaluated via Matlab. (iii) The effectivity of our composition mechanism is validated on an SDN/NFV-enabled framework with OpenDaylight [15] , NetFPGA-10G [16] , ClickOS [17] and sFlow [18] . The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we start by introducing the SDN/NFV-based architecture and by formally explaining the network model of our system (Section II). Then an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation is presented (Section III). Next, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to obtain a near-optimal solution (Section VI). Our proposed algorithm is evaluated via Matlab and a NetFPGA-10G prototype implementation is given (Section V). Finally, we conclude this works by providing promising future directions (Section VI).
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section we introduce the network model for our system (Section II-A) and formally define the dynamic SSC composition problem (Section II-B). A. NETWORK MODEL Fig. 1 provides overview of an open information security architecture proposed by ISO7498-2 standard [19] , which summarizes five security services (i.e., Identity Authentication, Encryption, Authorization Control, Integrity and Anti Repudiation) in the information architecture. Each type of security service can be classified into a number of security functions. As shown in Figure 1 , Encryption service can be VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Overview of the security service chaining using SDN/NFV.
classified into three security functions including the routing control, the traffic analysis, and the encipherment. Fig. 2 provides an overview of our architecture, where the virtual implementations of security middlebox applications are consolidated to run on a shared hardware platform (e.g., x86 NFV server), managed in a logically centralized manner with uniform APIs for a global view of network state. This SDN/NFV-based solution reduces the development cycles and the management cost, to build and develop novel security middlebox applications.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the model is a hierarchical closeloop security management structure, which can be classified into three types including the orchestration plane, the control plane and the data plane. The orchestration plane mainly consists of global security orchestrator (GS-O), and its main role is to receive and analyze security requests from users or network attack detection tool. It extracts and organizes information regarding SSC from those security requests, such as the required number and types of instances as well as their connections. The control plane mainly consists of the SDN controller and NFV server. The NFV server is the development of security instances, it can place instances on suitable service nodes and give the placement view to the SDN controller. Meanwhile, it sends commands to those nodes, creating and starting the corresponding instances. Additionally, the instances should register with NFV server after being started. According to SSC information and the placement view, SDN controller computes routing paths which are used to steer flow through instances in order. And these paths can be realized by flow table rules issued by SDN controller. By this approach, security instances can be deployed anywhere in the work and dynamically composed to meet specific user or application demands. Once demands or network scenarios change, security instances can be automatically started or terminated and routing path of flows can also be adjusted accordingly.
The procedure of dynamic SSC composition can be described as follows: Firstly, an online service chaining request is arriving with a specific security requirement in the centralized controller (e.g., Global Security Orchestrator (GS-O)), GS-O runs the SFI composition module via our proposed mechanism, which solves an optimization problem of SSC composition. Secondly, GS-O selects and orchestrates the security instances in an effective manner according to the SSC information, which can satisfy the specific security and resource requirements. Finally, the results of the composition module are outputs of the configuration to guide the NFV server and the SDN controller operation by the uniform APIs, thus extracting and organizing information regarding SSC from those security requests, such as the required number, types of instances and their specific security levels as well as their connections.
B. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Here, we formulate the SSC composition process as a three-level model, which includes the ''Security Service Chaining-Security Network Service'' and ''Security Network Service-Security Function Instance''. Fig. 3 provides an overview of the three-level model. The key part of the composition process is the mapping of the Security Service Chaining to Security Function Instance. 
Definition 1 (Security Function Instance):
The security function instance (SFI) is the entity unit that can provide basic security function. It can provide functional units for forming the security network services following a strictly order. The same category of security function has different security instances. For example, encryption can be implemented by different security instances such as AES, DES, and RSA. A vector matrix − se i represents the unit SFI in a vector format, it is given by:
where N represents the number of types of the security instance i. An arbitrary security instance can be represented as a combination of the security level parameter and the unit instance. Therefore, an arbitrary security function instance −− − SFI i is given by:
53920 VOLUME 6, 2018 where sl i represents the security level parameter of − se i . According to Cheng et al. [20] , security level parameter can be classified into six levels (i.e., sl i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) in the information networks.
Definition 2 (Security Network Service):
The security network service consists of a number of security function instances that are aggregated according to the security demands or network scenarios. Therefore, an arbitrary security network service −− − SNS is given by:
Definition 3 (Security Service Chaining):
The security service chaining is a sequence of security function instances with a strictly order. Therefore, an arbitrary security service chaining −− − SSC is given by:
where M represents the number of types of the security network service. Therefore, the optimal SSC composition problem can be defined as follows. Given a set of SSC requests, each with a specific security requirement, we need to find the required number, the proper security level, type of security instances as well as their connections, which can be handled by global security orchestrator. Then, efficiently deploy security instances and logical links to the datacenter sites and physical links that can satisfy the security constraints and resource requirements. An intelligent composition algorithm can be embedded in the centralized control level, such as global security orchestrator, which intelligently manages the SSC requests. Fig. 4 provides a global view of the network. An SSC request consists of a set of service functions interconnected by logical links. Using the service request, a candidate graph can be constructed by searching actual security instances for each service type of the SSC request from service instance lists as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The security instances of the same security type vary from their locations, their security levels, and their remaining resources, etc. Here, we assume that all deployable instances and their contextual relationships have been defined as a directed graph
, . . . , |1 ≤ i < j ≤ m} denotes the links between them. The comprehensive metric for evaluating each security instance will be discussed in detailed in Section III-A.
III. INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION
In the following, our objective is formulated in detail (Section III-A) and an integer liner programming (ILP) formulation is provided (Section III-B).
A. OBJECTIVE FORMULATION
The aim of the system operator is to achieve the maximum utility for each SSC while satisfying specific security level and resource requirements. The utility is adopted as a function of comprehensive metric. Here, we formulate the utility function in detail as follows.
Let u ij be the matrix to represent the utility function of the instance i of network service j. A vector matrix R ij represents the comprehensive metric of security instance in a vector format with R ij = {r 1 ij , . . . , r k ij , . . . , r K ij } being the comprehensive metric. We refer to a K -Dimensional vector to represent the comprehensive metric, each of dimensional vector represents the metric (e.g., CPU, storage, bandwidth and latency). We normalize those metric parameters and convert them to be between [0, 1]. Here, r k ij is introduced such that:
To make the optimization direction of each metric positively correlated with the utility function u ij , we assume that the first k th metrics in the K -Dimensional vector are related to the positive correlation of u ij (e.g., mapping revenue). The latter K -k th metrics in the K -Dimensional vector are negatively related to u ij (e.g., latency). Hence, we can introduce the utility function u ij such that:
where ω k represents the weighting factor that is used to adjust the relative importance of each metric,
is an increasing function on r. For latter K -k th metrics, π − : r → [0, 1] is a decreasing function onr. Without loss of generality, the increasing function is fixed to π + (r) = r, and the decreasing function is fixed to π − (r) = −r. VOLUME 6, 2018
B. ILP FORMULATION
The integer linear programming (ILP) formulation can be used to model the dynamic SSC composition problem. Here, x ij is introduced for indicating which of the SFI i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) is an instance of the service type j (j = 1, 2, . . . , M ). Therefore:
1 an SFI j is selected as an instance of service type i, 0 otherwise.
Our objective is to maximize the utility of SSC. The integer linear programming (ILP) model is shown as:
where (7) defines the objective of the integer linear programming model. (8) represents the constraint of the physical resource (e.g., CPU, bandwidth and storage), makes sure that the physical resources should be available to meet the resource requirements. e P ij represents the maximum number of instance i of the service type j. NUM ij represents the number of times the instance i of the service type j used. (9) is the security level constraint, and it represents that each instance i of the service type j should meet security requirements, sl ij represents the security level of the instance i of the service type j, SL ij represents the security level requirements of the instance i of the service type j. (10) represents the range constraint of the binary variable, makes sure that each security function can only select one instance.
The SSC composition problem is NP-Hard since we can reduce this problem to the Multi-Commodity, Multi-Plantand Capacitated Facility Location Problem [21] , which is more commonly known as the Trans-Shipment Problem [22] by imposing a constraint on the appropriate number of instances that can be deployed in the network. Both of these problems are known to be NP-hard. Therefore, the SSC composition problem is also NP-Hard. The method to solve this problem can be divided into two categories: an exact algorithm and a heuristic algorithm [23] . The exact algorithm has limited applicability due to its computational complexity, especially to the cases with large network. However, the heuristic algorithm can be used to obtain a near-optimal solution of the composition problem within a polynomial time, and it has a good chance to satisfy the execution time requirement in the large network. Rost and Schmid [24] , Schmid [25] and Moens and Turck [26] have reported that the heuristic algorithm can be applied to solve the optimal service chaining placement problem. Therefore, we design a novel heuristic algorithm to solve the optimal SSC composition problem in Section IV.
IV. HEURISTIC SOLUTION
Based on the complexity of the above-presented ILP, finding the optimal solution belongs to NP-Hard. Therefore, to address the intractable problem, a novel heuristic based on the breadth first search algorithm is proposed to be described next, which produces solution that are very close to the optimal solution within a polynomial time. Compared to the related works, the advantage of our novel SSC composition strategy is that it can simultaneously consider both the specific security level and resource requirements. The proposed novel heuristic algorithm (Breadth First Search, BFS) can be decomposed into two steps: Firstly, the security instance set which satisfies the specific security requirements is formed via the selection process. Then, a near-optimal composition solution is obtained via constructing the breadth first search tree. The detailed process of the BFS algorithm is discussed in detail as follows:
(i) For the selection process of the BFS algorithm, the security instance set satisfying the specific security requirements is formed, thus simplifying the search space. The aim of this process is to determine what types of security instances and their specific security levels to provide. Let SR m be the security function matrix representing the selected security instances. The process of the instance selection can be mathematically described as follows:
where
represents the specific security requirements of the m th security service, − cv i represents the requested unit instance matrix (i.e.,
represents the security level of − cv i . To obtain the security instance set, the SFIs that meets the security requirements are selected. For SR m ≥ 0, and then obtain the search space m . Consequently, the search space m of service type mcan be mathematically described as:
(ii) For the process of searching the maximum-utility instances, a near-optimal composition solution can be found via constructing breadth first search tree. The utility of each 53922 VOLUME 6, 2018 security instance is calculated according to formula (6) , and then the breadth-first search tree is constructed based on the utility value. Each security instance is sorted in a descending manner according to its utility value, and the security instances with highest utility are selected with priority. Therefore, the maximum-utility instances in each iteration are selected based on m . In addition, to avoid oversizing the routing hops between two security instances and causing extra overhead, we introduce the distance parameter K between two adjacent instances along the security service path. If the routing hop between two adjacent instances exceeds the distance parameter K , it will trace back to the suboptimal solution in m . The main steps of this process are described in Table 1 . Based on the provided description, we input all algorithm parameters and call the proposed heuristic breadth first search algorithm to obtain the SSC composition solution. The detailed process flow of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . Upon the global security orchestrator, the SFI composition module runs the proposed algorithm, achieves the result SSC 
, which represents the optimal locations of the security instances.
The composition algorithm proposed here aims to work around the complexity of the formulated ILP. Here, we assume that a network supports a constant number of security services. Let the number of the security instances and their adjacent logical links be m and n, respectively. For each online SSC request, the main processes of the proposed heuristic solution are: (i) the selection process and (ii) the search process. In the first process, BFS selects the security instances that meet the specific security requirements, thus forming the security instance set. Each security instances need to be traverse once. It is well known that this process has a certain complexity, which follows the order of O(n). In the second part, the time complexity of the process is mainly consumed in the auxiliary queue that maintains the order of the vertex access, as well as the identification bits of the record vertex and the edge state. Since each instance enters the stack every time, and the adjacency list of each instance is scanned, the time complexity of the search process can be expressed as O(n + m). In conclusion, the complexity is O(2n + m) for the process of one online SSC request.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Our performance evaluation focuses on the following aspects: (i) compare the objective results of the BFS algorithm to the results of ILP based solution via the GLPK tool;
(ii) analyze the performance of the BFS algorithm on the Internet2 research network taken from SNDlib library. Compare the performance of our solution to that of the TS, GLL and GFP based optimal solutions, which have already been studied in the literature for the SSC composition problem; (iii) perform trace driven simulations on an SDN/NFV-based framework with OpenDaylight, NetFPGA-10G, ClickOS and sFlow, verify the effectivity of our mechanism, and compare the performance of our mechanism to that of classical Fresco mechanism, which is the most mainstream SSC composition mechanism in the SDN/NFV-enabled networks. According to [10] , [27] , and [28] , the SSC composition algorithm can be evaluated in terms of load balance, the request acceptance ratio and the algorithm running time. In addition, all of the simulations whose reported results are conducted using a PC with a 3.6 GHz two core Intel R CoreTM i7 and 8 GB RAM. VOLUME 6, 2018
A. ALGORITHM EVALUATION
Firstly, we compare the results of the proposed algorithm to the results of the ILP based solution via the GLPK tool that can be used to solve the ILP model. Three typical substrate networks are considered, namely: (i) a small network consists of 10 nodes and hosting 5 network services, (ii) a medium network consists of 20 nodes and hosting 10 network services, and (iii) a large network consists of 40 nodes and hosting 20 services. Detailed results for comparison between ILP and BFS methods are presented in Table 2 . As indicated in Table 2 , the fact that ILP can get the better objective value because the typical GLPK tool of solving ILP belongs to the exact solution, which can get the results at the expense of execution time. As the number of substrate node increases, ILP has limited applicability because of computational complexity. Therefore, ILP can be suited to problems with smaller instances. The fact that the ILP fails to obtain the objective value as the number of substrate node increases and it can only perform better to the case with a small network. Especially to the cases with a medium or large network, BFS has a chance to iteratively get near-optimal solution within a polynomial time and satisfy the execution time requirement. To better evaluate the performance of the BFS algorithm, we compare the performance of our solution to that of the TS, GLL and GFP based optimal solutions, which have already been studied in the literature for the SSC composition problem. Tabu search is a fast convergence heuristic search algorithm, and it can avoid the cycle in the search process. GLL and GFP are both improved greedy heuristic algorithms with strong time efficiency. TS, GLL and GFP are mainly considering the utilization of node resources. Our proposed novel heuristic algorithm is an improved branch and bound method, it is a typical global search algorithm. The notations and description of different algorithms are listed in Table 3 .
For the topology dataset, we use the Internet2 research network (12 nodes, 15 links) provided by the SNDlib library [29] . As shown in Fig. 6 , node 12 is used as egress, and the remaining 11 nodes are served as ingress. In the physical network, we assume that each node can be used as the serviceproviding node.
The choice of these simulation parameters as well as their distribution are motivated by simulations and evaluations of a well-studied and related SSC composition problem [10] . In this subsection, four metrics (i.e., CPU, bandwidth, storage and latency) are considered in our defined utility function. Each metric obeys the distribution of exponential function. The main parameters that were used to create the virtual links and security instances in these simulations are chosen randomly following a uniform distribution with minimum and maximum values shown in Table 4 . To accurately obtain the experimental results, each experiment is iterated 100 times, and all the obtained experimental results are average. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs.7-9 . In the following, we present these results.
Metric 1 (Load Balancing): This is the load accumulation on the substrate node. The load balancing can express the advantages of algorithms in the node resource utilization. The load balancing can be computed as follows: (14) 53924 VOLUME 6, 2018 where NUM used ij represents the number of times security instances i of the service type j used, NUM total ij represents the total number of security instances i of the service type j. There are 1000 SSC requests arriving in a Poisson process. The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b) show the mean and maximum node load, respectively. The results indicate that BFS can achieve the largest mean node load, while the maximum node load is below that of the other three algorithms, which shows that BFS can find better solutions. In contrast, GFP is less effective and the other heuristic algorithms GLL, and TS lie in the middle of the compared algorithms. Among these, TS performs only slightly worse than BFS. This is because TS has a chance to iteratively improve the solution, therefore, the node resource can be effectively utilized. The reason why BFS performs well could be attributed to the global searching strategy, which improves the global network resource utilization. Ultimately, GLL performs better than GFP. This is because the least loaded nodes are likely to have shorter queues, which implies that services mapped onto such nodes are processed earlier, and hence they do not occupy the node resources for extended periods.
Metric 2 (Request Acceptance Rate): This is the ratio of the number of SSCs successfully deployed to the total number of SSC requests. Here, we can compute the request acceptance rate as follows: (15) where T t=0 SSC accepted represents the number of SSCs successfully deployed to the substrate network from t = 0 to t = T , T t=0 SSC total represents the total number of SSC requests that arrive from t = 0 to t = T . The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . The mean request acceptance rate of TS is 89.3%, the mean request acceptance rate of GLL is 83.3%, the mean request acceptance rate of GFP is 78.6%; however, when BFS is used, the mean request acceptance rate is 93.1%. This is a measure of how the algorithm efficiently uses network resources to accept security requests. As shown in Fig. 8 , BFS has the highest request acceptance rate, while GFP has the lowest request acceptance rate. This is because BFS reduces the service path load and occupies less security resources for longer periods, which could lead to receiving more SSC requests. Therefore, lower load results in a higher request acceptance rate. Next, we observe that the GLL algorithm, which is biased towards favoring using nodes that are least loaded, performs better than GFP, which is based on favoring nodes with the best processing capacities. This is because least loaded nodes are likely to have shorter queues, which implies that instances mapped onto such nodes get processed earlier, and hence they do not occupy the node resources for extended periods, which could possibly lead to the rejection of service requests. Finally, TS is the heuristic algorithm that focuses on the utilization of node resources. As the increase of the length of SSC, the limited link resources restrict the VOLUME 6, 2018 composition of security instances, which lead to a certain rejection of service requests. However, it can avoid the local optimum via the iterative search, so TS improves the request acceptance rate compared to GLL, and GFP.
Metric 3 (Running Time): This is the time required to find the security service path placement for a given SSC request. The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 . 9 shows the running time with different length of SSC. When the length of SSC is 8, the running time of the GFP algorithm is 4310.5 milliseconds, the running time of TS is 570.6 milliseconds, the running time of GLL is 2107.5 milliseconds, while the running time of BFS is 216.1 milliseconds. The results show that the running time of GFP is about 20 times longer than that of BFS. This is because BFS constructs the searching tree and gives the high priority to the maximum-utility security instance. Therefore, it further optimizes the processing time of the service requests and improves the efficiency of the SSC composition. However, the running time of TS is affected by the length of the Tabu list λ, TS performs O(mλ + m 2 ) computations (refer to [10] ). Finally, we found that GLL performs better than GFP; GLL specifically ensures that VNFs are mapped to those substrate nodes with the lowest loading, which ultimately reduces the waiting times of their executions. Thus, the complexity of GLL is O(kmn + m 2 ) (refer to [27] ), where k represents the number of iterations. This is in contrast to GFP, which always tries to map a given security instance to the substrate node that processes it faster, which implies that other instances for the same service should wait for such an instance. Thus, the complexity of GFP is O(m n ) (refer to [28] ). Combined with the analysis presented in Section IV, the trend of the curves in Fig. 9 is basically consistent with the theoretical analysis.
In conclusion, compared to the TS, GFP and GLL algorithm, the BFS algorithm is proposed according to the specific security level and resource requirements, which can balance node load, higher SSC acceptance ratio and faster algorithm running time. Therefore, it has a greater advantage in the comprehensive performance metric and is more applicable to solving the SSC composition problem.
B. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the effectivity of our proposed composition mechanism, its operation is shown on the NetFPGA-10G prototype. Fig. 10 shows an overview of the NetFPGA-10G simulation environment. In the prototype, the SSC composition module is operated on the SDN controller which can compose the security instances through southbound interface. We use the OpenDaylight as the SDN controller and OpenFlow 1.3 as the southbound interface between the controller and switches. ClickOS platforms simulate virtual security instances in the network. The prototype is a mesh network that consists of six OpenFlow switches implemented by NetFPGA-10G, four ClickOS platforms are supported by their corresponding servers, and the OpenDaylight controller are connected with switches. The testing scenario reflects a typical broadband network case. Based on the NetFPGA-10G simulation environment, the anti-DoS experiment is implemented and tested through the open northbound interface. The requirement of the orchestration layer is to carry out security protection on the underlying network, and its security service chaining strategy is {Host1, Host2, (Firewall, IDS)}. For the traffic database, we use the traces available from [30] and replay the traffic for between random source-destination pairs. Realistic security function modules (Firewall and IDS) [6] based on the ClickOS platform are used. In our experiment, we randomly generate security levelssl i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} for data flow per unit time to indicate the risk of the DoS attack [6] . As the intensity value increases, the higher security level instances should be selected. The security instances are composed in a strictly order via delivering the OpenFlow1.3 multilevel flow tables. The bandwidth capacities of the upper path (S1-S5-S6-S2) and the lower path (S1-S3-S4-S2) are 1.5 Gbps and 1 Gbps, respectively. The sFlow-RT and host-sFlow are used to obtain the communication latency and utilization of nodes and links. Our mechanism (called BFS-Based) in this subsection is implemented in Java and added to the OpenDaylight controller via Eclipse.
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We compare the obtained results to the Fresco mechanism (called Fresco-Based), which is currently the most mainstream SSC composition mechanism in SDN/NFV-enabled networks. The results of simulation are shown in Figs.11-13 . In the following, these results are discussed.
Metric 1 (Communication Latency):
This is the time spent by data flow to be sent from ingress to egress. It is mainly composed of function processing latency and transmission link latency. Higher security level results in longer processing latency. In our experiment, the processing latency of the security instances obey different normal distributions. The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 , the mean latency of BFS is about 26 milliseconds, and the mean latency of Fresco is about 36 milliseconds. BFS can reduce 25% latency compared to Fresco. Thus, BFS preforms significantly better than Fresco. This can be because Fresco selects the instances with the highest security level, while BFS can dynamically select the security level according to the specific security requirements, that is, BFS can select high-level security instances in the face of greater security risks, conversely, the low-level security instances are selected and the network resources are saved. Considering that the SDN controller will cause extra computing cost due to the calculation of the service path and the processing of the security requirements. Therefore, our mechanism with extra computational cost cannot be controllable. Particularly, the obtained processing time of BFS remains at about 5 milliseconds, we found that the extra computational cost of BFS within a unit time is not large, which is far less than the request interval in units of second or minute. Therefore, the communication latency can be reduced and the quality of service can be improved at the cost of a small processing time. Table Generating Time) : This is the time spent by the global security orchestration to compose the security instances. Lower computational complexity results in higher efficiency of the instances composition. In our experiment, there are 100∼1000 SSC requests arriving. The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 12 . However, BFS adopts the multi flow table mechanism, which is conducted via pipelines. Therefore, the efficiency of BFS is higher than that of Fresco.
Metric 2 (Flow
Metric 3 (Resource Utilization): This is the load accumulation on both the nodes and the paths. It is mainly composed of the node loads and path loads. In our experiment, the data flow [30] with a bandwidth of 3 Mbps is continuously transmitted from Host1 to Host 2 per unit time. The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 shows the resource utilization comparison of BFS and Fresco. Fig. 13 (a) shows the number of flow table on nodes. As the network reaches its capacity, BFS can balance the node significantly better than Fresco. The reason why BFS outperforms the other could be attributed to ensuring that it consistently achieves higher resource utilization and dynamic resource allocation across all mappings. This ensures that the number of used nodes remains large, thus balancing more loads on nodes and achieving higher resource utilization. However, the data of Fresco-Based in S5 and S6 are missing, because during earlier mapping, resources are allocated on clearly suboptimal paths, and Fresco achieves lower resource utilization during later mapping. Fig. 13 (b) shows the bandwidth allocation on both upper and lower path. The first 160 connection requests of BFS are assigned to the upper path due to its higher resource capacity. Note that the resource allocation is proportionally split onto S 5 and S 6 according to their resource capacity. Since the network loads on the upper path, the lower path is preferred and connection requests 160 through 500 are both service paths, with the majority going to the lower path. Therefore, the service paths ''S 1 S 5 → Firewall → S 6 → IDS → S 2 '' and ''S 1 → S 3 → Firewall → S 4 → IDS → S 2 '' are formed, respectively. For the Fresco mechanism, the entire 500 connection requests are always assigned to the upper path due to its higher resource capacity, that is, the flow tables ''dst=Host2; actions=output: Firewall'', ''dst=Host2; actions=output: IDS'' are automatically configured onto S 3 and S 4 based on the shortest path algorithm, therefore, only one service path ''S 1 → S 3 → Firewall → S 4 → IDS → S 2 '' is formed. The reason that BFS performs better than Fresco is because BFS has a chance to iteratively improve network utilization.
In conclusion, the BFS-Based mechanism performs better because it considers both the specific security level and resource requirements at the same time. In addition, our proposed BFS-Based mechanism can adaptively configure protection policies, and has better performance in the transmission performance of the security service path, flow table generating time and security resource allocation strategies. Therefore, compared to the Fresco-Based mechanism, our proposed BFS-Based mechanism improves the effectivity of SSC composition in the SDN/NFV networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
To solve the SSC composition problem in the SDN/ NFV-enabled networks, an optimal model with applicable constraints is formulated. This problem has been solved via the Integer Liner Programming (ILP). The ILP model has limited applicability due to its computational complexity. To resolve this limitation, a novel heuristic composition approach is proposed based on the breadth first search algorithm. Built on the top of global security orchestration and the advantages of our novel heuristic algorithm, we have tackled the efficient SSC composition problem not only considering performance optimization aspects, but also trying to find solutions that are consistent from the specific security viewpoint. Simulation showed that our algorithm can optimize the network resource utilization, request acceptance rate, and running time, compared to the TS, GLL, and GFP algorithms. Our trace driven on the NetFPGA-10G demonstrates that the BFS-Based mechanism can improve network utilization, flow table generating time and reduce latency compared to Fresco. In our future work, we will extend our mechanism to adapt to dynamic construction of SSC, which can satisfy the flexible security requirements oriented to other cases, such as the cloud datacenters and 5G mobile communication networks.
